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Quick Facts about Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) 

The term “Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment” (EVSE) is used to describe a variety of appliances used to 

recharge Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEV). EVSE that delivers electricity to PEVs can be classified into the 

following categories: Level 1, Level 2, and DC Fast Charging. 

Level 1 and Level 2 Chargers deliver alternating current (AC) electricity to PEVs, which charge their batteries 

by converting AC to direct current (DC) electricity using their onboard equipment. Meanwhile, DC Fast 

Chargers convert AC to DC within the charging equipment before transmitting power to the PEV, allowing for 

a faster charging process. 

The main characteristics and differences between the three types of EVSE are described in the table below: 

 

TYPE OF EVSE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 DC FAST CHARGING 

Current 
Alternating 

Current (AC) 
Alternating Current 

(AC) 
Direct Current (DC) 

Voltage 120 V 240 V (or 208 V) 480 V 

Typical Charging 

Rates 

2-5 miles per 

hour 
10-20 miles per hour 60-80 miles per hour 

Typical Charging 

Times 
16-40 hours 3.5-8 hours 15 minutes – 1 hour 

Ideal setting Residential 

Residential | 

Commercial | Public | 

Workplaces | Fleets 

Public fueling stations, sites with heavy traffic 

Type of Connector SAE-J1772 SAE-J1772 Tesla CHAdeMO 
SAE Combo 

Charging System 
Tesla 

Connector’s 

Compatibility to Car 

Type 

All EVs 
All non-

Tesla EVs 
Tesla 

Nissan, Mitsubishi, 

Kia, Asian 

manufacturers 

BMW, VW, Chevy, 

U.S., and European 

manufacturers 

Tesla, adaptors 

for other 

connectors exist 

Type of Equipment 

Cordset. No 

addtl charging 

equipment 

required. 

Standalone charging 

station. 
Standalone charging station. 

Cost of Equipment 

(2015 estimates) 
$300-1,500 

$400-6,500 (before 

incentives) 
$10,000-40,000 (before incentives) 

Costs of Installation NA $600-12,700 $4,000-51,000 
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Benefits and Challenges for Installing Level 2 and DC Fast Charging EVSEs 

BENEFITS 

Increased Revenue 

Charging Station Hosts have the opportunity to generate revenue from EVSE users in the form of parking fees, 

pay-per-charge, or charging subscriptions. 

Public Image 

As customers place a greater importance on sustainable business practices, Site Hosts can improve their public 

image by making EVSEs available to the public. 

Increased Traffic and Customer Satisfaction 

By making EVSEs available, Charging Station Hosts can attract new customers that drive PEVs to their 

location and retain existing customers who are PEV drivers. 

Increased Employee Satisfaction 

Companies that offer EV charging in workplaces are better able to attract and retain employees that drive PEVs. 

The availability of workplace charging also incentivizes EV adoption within employees. 

Fleet Cost Savings 

Installing private EV Charging Stations may help organizations with EV fleets reduce operating costs. 

Meet Sustainability Goals 

Installing EV Charging stations contributes to an organization’s efforts to attain LEED Certification and reduce 

carbon emissions, both of which are a means to further the organization’s sustainability goals. 

Reduced Local Air Pollution and Improved Public Health Outcomes 

Installing EV Charging stations in public or in the workplace incentivizes PEV adoption, which in turn reduces 

vehicle tailpipe emissions, reduces local air pollutants, and improves public health. 

Energy Security 

Promoting EV adoption reduces the United States’ reliance on foreign oil & gas products, improving energy 

security. 

 

CHALLENGES 

Installing the Right Kind of EVSE 

Different types of EVSE vary greatly in terms of features. Level 2 and DC Fast Charging stations are suited for 

different settings and vary in cost. 
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Both Level 2 and DC Fast Charging stations can be designed to include charging timers, internal metering, 

wireless capabilities, and automated diagnostics among other features. The sophistication of an EVSE’s features 

affects the costs of the charging station.  

Installation Costs 

Installation comes after picking the desired type and features of EVSE. The costs for installation can depend on 

the number of EVSE units installed, upgrades to electrical service, indoor versus outdoor installation, and 

trenching. 

Electricity Costs 

EVSE site hosts should be cognizant of the duration and timing of EV charging relative to electricity prices 

during peak hours and off-peak hours. 

Deciding on a Rate Structure for EVSE Users 

Since most states prohibit non-utility organizations from selling electricity directly, EVSE site hosts have to 

decide on an appropriate rate structure for EVSE users if they wish to generate revenue or recoup costs from 

installing the Charging Station.  

Parking fees, pay-per-charge, or charging subscriptions are all viable rate structures that are suited for different 

settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Facts and Figures taken from ChargePoint’s Driver’s Checklist: A Quick Guide to Fast Charging and the Department of Energy’s Plug-In Electric Vehicle Handbook 

for Public Charging Station Hosts and Costs Associated with Non-Residential Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment 


